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Across
3. Grandpa Smedrys’ talent: being ____
6. The Librarians control it
7. Made from bad romance novels
8. Where Alcatraz was raised
11. Primitive weapons
16. Hushlander bartering books
17. Wrote in the Forgotten Language
19. A village in Switzerland
20. Material of Bastille’s jacket
21. Smedry powers
22. A dangerous place
23. Oculator’s Lense tint

Down
1. Trackers Lenses see these
2. Quentons’s talent
4. Sing’s robe
5. Afraid of straw
9. Oculators’ spectacles
10. More advanced than elevators
12. Cars that drive themselves
13. Alcatraz’s inheritance
14. Dark Oculator’s aura
15. Smedry team’s knight
16. Useless creatures
18. Alcatraz’s caseworker